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The origins of pharmacovigilance





WHO Programme for International Drug 
Monitoring

Thalidomide 1961

In 1968 WHO creates 
the Programme for 
International Drug 

Monitoring

In 1978 Swedish 
Government and WHO 

creates UMC and 
Collaborating Centre



Uppsala Monitoring Centre (UMC)
WHO Collaborating Centre for International Drug Monitoring

• Established as a foundation in 1978

• Provider of scientific leadership and operational 
support to the WHO PIDM

• Custodian and manager of VigiBase®

• Maintenance organization for WHODrugTM

• Self funding





How patient experiences are transformed to data

WHODrug



Global collection of reports

Total reports, as of 25 March 2019:

18 800 662 The WHO Programme for
International Drug Monitoring



The basis of signal detection in pharmacovigilance
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Sprint Interface
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The drug-ADR combination in question…..



Nintedanib



Nintedanib

https://www.inoncology.com/compounds/nintedanib/about



Ischaemic colitis

• A condition which arises with acute, 
transient compromise in blood flow to 
the mucosa of the colon

• Leads to mucosal ulceration, 
inflammation,and haemorrhage.

• It can be difficult to differentiate from 
other forms, such as infectious or 
inflammatory colitis

• High mortality rate



Ischaemic colitis

• Acute onset of abdominal pain, colicky in nature, 
diarrhoea and rectal bleeding

• Causes can be physiological or iatrogenic

• Should be recognised by generalists as 
colonscopy recommended within 48 hours of
onset of symptoms

• Surgical or conservative treatment



A question of causality



Biological plausibility



Strength of association



Analogy
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The pharmacovigilante’s dilemma

A signal should be identified as soon as possible to allow early 
warning 

but

When is there ENOUGH evidence?





• Strength
• Consistency
• Specificity
• Temporality
• Biological gradient
• Plausibility
• Coherence
• Experiment
• Analogy

Austin Bradford Hill, “The Environment and Disease: 
Association or Causation?,” Proceedings of the Royal 
Society of Medicine, 58 (1965), 295-300.

“What aspects of that association should we especially 
consider before deciding that the most likely 
interpretation of it is causation?”
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What do we have so far?



Clinical Characterization #1:
Is the drug used in the real world?



Clinical Characterization #1:
Is the drug used in the real world?



Clinical Characterization #2:
How many patients are newly exposed?



Clinical characterization #3:
Who are these patients?



Clinical characterization #4:
What is the incidence of the event?



Population-level effect estimation:
Design a comparative cohort analysis



Population-level effect estimation:
Apply multiple methods, multiple 

databases, and negative controls to 
assess consistency of results

Design Database Target Comparator Outcome IRR LB95 UB95
Self-controlled cohort, 
on-treatment

Optum Nintenanib Pre-exposure Colitis 12.28 3.05 107.25

Self-controlled cohort, 
on-treatment

Optum pirfenidone Pre-exposure Colitis 0.54 0.17 1.60

Self-controlled cohort, 
on-treatment

MDCR Nintenanib Pre-exposure Colitis 2.58 0.74 11.25

Self-controlled cohort, 
on-treatment

MDCR pirfenidone Pre-exposure Colitis 0.50 0.13 1.61

Comparative cohort: PS-
stratified, on-treatment

Optum Nintenanib pirfenidone Colitis 5.35 2.05 16.78

Comparative cohort: PS-
stratified, ITT

Optum Nintenanib pirfenidone Colitis 2.42 1.16 5.35

Comparative cohort: PS-
matched, on-treatment

Optum Nintenanib pirfenidone Colitis 7.84 1.98 52.25

Negative control exposure?

Different database?

Different analysis method?

Preliminary 
findings 
subject to 
review and 
additional 
analysis



Population-level estimation: following best 
practices for diagnostic evaluation as we 

should do with any protocol-based 
assessment 
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How can real world evidence help?

“Here then are nine different viewpoints from all of 
which we should study association before we cry 
causation.  What I do not believe - and this has been 
suggested - is that we can usefully lay down some 
hard-and-fast rule of evidence that must be obeyed 
before we can accept cause and effect… What they 
can do, with greater or less strength, is to help us to 
make up our minds on the fundamental question - is 
there any other way of explaining the set of facts 
before us, is there any other answer equally, or 
more, likely than cause and effect?”



Patient-level prediction:
Which patients will experience the outcome?




